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To: Mayor and City Council 

From: Edward F. King, Director, Department of Transportation  

Subject: Big Blue Bus Ridership Trends and Initial Plans to Restore Service 

 
Introduction 

As of October 2021, Big Blue Bus (BBB) ridership is at 46 percent of pre-COVID levels, 

while revenue service hours are at 81 percent of pre-COVID levels. This report is an 

overview of how the pandemic continues to impact ridership and revenue service 

hours. This report also introduces plans and opportunities, systemwide and route-by-

route, to restore service and re-configure the route network to improve travel time, 

frequency, and reliability with the aim of attracting ridership.  

 

Background 

In the first eight months of FY2019-20 (prior to the pandemic), Big Blue Bus ridership 

was steadily increasing. The system was averaging 1,075,162 riders each month, and 

ridership was 3.1 percent higher year over year. This was a welcome trend after years 

of steady ridership decline. The increase was, in part, attributable to service changes 

made in 2019 that were based on the new Council-adopted Service Standards 

implemented in 2018. Then, everything changed. On March 11, the World Health 

Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a pandemic; on March 13, emergencies 

were declared nationally and by the City of Santa Monica. The City of Los Angeles 

mandated all bars and restaurants (except delivery/takeout) closed on March 15 

and issued a “Safer at Home” order on March 19. UCLA, Santa Monica College 

(SMC), and K-12 schools closed and moved to online learning indefinitely. By the end 

of March, monthly ridership had plummeted by 73 percent. 
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In response to the changing environment and significant decline in ridership, Big Blue 

Bus made four service changes in the first two months of the pandemic, adjusting the 

service model to the reduced passenger need and limited driver availability, and 

ultimately reducing service by 36.5 percent. Service cuts included suspension of 

Rapid 3, Rapid 7, Routes 16, 42 and 44, and reduction of weekday service on all 

routes except for Routes 1, 3 and 7. Additionally, on March 20th, Big Blue Bus 

suspended fare collection and enacted rear-door-only boarding to mitigate the 

possible transmission of virus particles by reducing customer and motor coach 

operator interactions and physical fare transactions. 

 

For much of 2020, Big Blue Bus’s focus was on passenger and employee safety, as 

well as ensuring essential workers were reaching their jobs and vulnerable 

populations were able to access critical resources. Safety measures included the 

installation of tempered glass and metal barriers around drivers, providing personal 

protection equipment to employees, enhanced bus cleaning procedures, a face 

covering mandate, and a recommendation for passengers to observe social 

distancing on board buses. Mobility for essential workers and vulnerable populations 

meant reinstating service where most needed (e.g., Rapid 7) and maintaining at 

least limited service on routes performing more poorly (e.g., Route 5) as a safety net 

for the customers who relied on them. 
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By the spring of 2021, a winter COVID-19 surge had subsided, vaccines had become 

readily available, and many COVID-19 restrictions were rescinded. Big Blue Bus 

reinstated fare collection in February 2021 and later implemented a pilot for an 

exclusively contactless fare collection system, suspending acceptance of cash on 

board and accepting only TAP cards and mobile tickets for fare payment. Service 

levels were restored to 81 percent of pre-COVID revenue service hours. By October 

2021, average monthly ridership reached 517,000 boardings, or 46 percent of pre-

COVID ridership levels.  

 

Ridership recovery has not been consistent across all routes, nor have revenue 

service hours been restored equally across all routes. Looking at ridership and 

revenue service hours by route on weekdays, staff finds that services restored either 

fully or mostly have generally seen higher ridership recovery. For example, Routes 1, 3, 

9, 14, and 17 have been restored to 80-96 percent of weekday pre-COVID levels and 

are carrying passengers at 57-75 percent of weekday pre-COVID levels. In contrast, 

ridership remains lower on routes that were reduced the most at the onset of the 

pandemic and have yet to be restored to near pre-COVID levels (Routes 2, 5, 8, 

Rapid 10, Rapid 12, 15, 18, and 41). 

 

The exception to the higher service recovery, higher ridership correlation are routes 

that primarily serve Santa Monica College. These routes (7, R7, E7, 16, 43), although 

mostly restored on weekdays, remain at or below the systemwide ridership recovery 

levels. This weak ridership is assumed to be due to Santa Monica College not yet 

returning to in-person instruction. 
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Revenue service hours on Saturdays and Sundays are at 89%-92% of pre-COVID 

levels, and ridership is at 61%-66% of pre-COVID levels, which, in both cases, are 

higher than the weekday levels. 

 

 
 

Continued Restoration of Service  

Big Blue Bus has pursued a program of gradually restoring service in alignment with 

the reduction of COVID-19 restrictions and a return to in-person work and classroom 

instruction. To maintain some level of social distancing, restoration of service has 

proceeded faster than restoration of ridership as passengers are less likely to tolerate 
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standing room only bus rides than they were prior to the pandemic. When buses 

become crowded, passengers have been asking for more service to maintain at 

least some social distancing opportunities. 

 

At the same time, Big Blue Bus’s efforts to restore service further are being hampered 

by a national shortage of Motor Coach Operators (MCOs). This shortage was 

exacerbated by sixteen MCO’s opting into the Voluntary Early Separation Incentive 

Program (VESIP) offered early in the pandemic, and a concurrent suspension of 

recruitment, which, while short-lived, was nonetheless impactful. The combined 

impacts of these factors have created a shortage of 45 bus operators as of 

December 2021.   

 

In response to these challenges, Big Blue Bus has recently instituted a number of new 

and adjusted policies and procedures to encourage better outcomes in both 

recruitment and retention of bus operators. These policies include a better starting 

wage, increased attention to working conditions, and exploring bus operator 

feedback on how to improve retention. While increases in service were made earlier 

in 2021, very little increase could be accommodated for the changes made in 

December 2021, nor for those planned for March 2022. Big Blue Bus will operate a 

projected 448,305 annual revenue hours this year, which is 81% of the pre-COVID 

service level of 553,254 annual revenue hours.  

 

In order for Big Blue Bus to map out a return to pre-COVID service levels, two ongoing 

issues must be resolved; in addition to filling vacant MCO positions, Big Blue Bus is also 

facing funding uncertainty as there is pending litigation involving the U.S. Department 

of Labor position on the California Public Employees’ Pension Reform Act. That 

litigation, depending on the outcome, may impact all California transit agencies’ 

ability to access funds from the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental 

Appropriations Act funding, and the American Rescue Plan Act funding or other 

federal funds.   
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What Customers Want: Service Standards, Council Direction, and Industry Findings 

In October 2018, Big Blue Bus published its Council-approved Service, Design, 

Performance, and Evaluation Guidelines (“Service Standards”) to outline the 

standards for which Big Blue Bus strives to ensure it is meeting its customers’ and 

stakeholders’ expectations and to guide changes and investment in future service. 

The overarching theme of the Service Standards was to “put service where people 

want it.” To accomplish this, Big Blue Bus would regularly review ridership data by 

route, hour, and trip, and increase (or decrease) service based on when and where 

customers were riding. This was done for three consecutive schedule changes in 2019 

and early 2020 before the advent of COVID-19.  

 

Additionally, in 2019, Big Blue Bus launched an effort to understand where its service 

was slowest and least reliable to determine where improved travel times might 

impact the most customers. In December 2019, Big Blue Bus presented a report to the 

City Council identifying the time and places where “Lost Passenger Time” was 

occurring most due to congestion. The Staff Report’s analysis examined segments of 

Big Blue Bus’s route network where average travel speeds fell below the system 

average (12mph), during the morning and afternoon hours, and cross-referenced 

each of those segments with the average number of customers on board at those 

same times and segments. Council directed staff to pursue tactics to improve travel 

time, focusing on its most congested corridors both inside and outside of Santa 

Monica (e.g., 4th St., Pico Bl., Westwood Bl., Lincoln Bl., etc.). 

 

The orientation of the Service Standards and subsequent Council direction are 

consistent with industry research that finds frequency of service and travel time to be 

the two most important factors driving customer satisfaction with transit service.1 

Additionally, examples around the country show that making transit safer grows 

ridership.2 As Big Blue Bus considers reinstating previously suspended service or 

establishing new services, Big Blue Bus will continue utilizing its service standards, 

 
1 https://transitcenter.org/publication/whos-on-board-2016/  
2 https://transitcenter.org/publication/whos-on-board-2019/  

https://transitcenter.org/publication/whos-on-board-2016/
https://transitcenter.org/publication/whos-on-board-2019/
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Council direction, and industry findings to “put service where people want it” in a 

post-pandemic future. 

 

Discussion 

Given the significant loss in ridership because of the pandemic, Big Blue Bus is 

focused on how to meet this challenge and attract new riders to the system as life 

returns to normal (or to a new normal). Big Blue Bus has taken a fresh look at its 

Service Standards, prior Council actions and guidance, and the industry 

understanding of shifting customer preferences, to develop a proposed framework of 

what Big Blue Bus service should be like in the future: Fast, Frequent, Safe, and 

Secure.   

 

Below is a summary, first of systemwide initiatives, followed by route-by-route 

initiatives to make Big Blue Bus service Fast, Frequent, Safe and Secure with the 

ultimate goal of attracting ridership. Some initiatives are already being implemented, 

with follow-up analysis to be conducted at a later date. Other initiatives are on track 

for implementation in the near future, while still others are opportunities to pursue 

over the coming years.  

 

Systemwide Initiatives 

Below is a summary of existing, planned, and proposed initiatives to make Big Blue 

Bus service Fast, Frequent, Accessible, Safe, and Secure at a systemwide level. 

Implementations are contingent upon stakeholder approval and funding. 

 

1. Improving Travel Times at Targeted Corridors – Staff has begun working on 
improving travel times on some of the corridors identified in the December 
2019 Staff Report to Council.  In addition to the passenger benefit of a faster 
trip, improving travel times allows Big Blue Bus to run more frequent service on 
a corridor utilizing the same resources.  The following is a list of corridors and 
the efforts underway to improve travel time: 

o  4th Street in Downtown Santa Monica – With low travel speeds in this 
corridor, ideally bus rapid transit lanes would be installed on 4th Street 
between Wilshire Blvd and Pico Blvd. Currently nine (9) Big Blue Bus 
routes travel along part or all of this segment and all lines connect to 
the Metro E Line (Expo) at Downtown Santa Monica Station. Adding bus 
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lanes on 4th Street would enhance the experience for significantly more 
transit riders than the existing bus lanes on the transit mall in downtown 
Santa Monica.   

The transit mall (eastbound Santa Monica Blvd and westbound 
Broadway between Fifth Street and Second Street) was the center of 
downtown Santa Monica transit activity when it was installed in June 
2002.  However, with the opening of the Metro E Line, Big Blue Bus 
underwent a realignment to a more north-south alignment in 
Downtown Santa Monica to ensure that all bus lines connected to the 
station, enabling transfer activity and empowering “last mile 
connections” from the downtown station.   

One step towards the goal of enhancing the passenger experience on 
the new 4th Street transit corridor was the “red carpet” painting of the 
bus stop zone at 4th Street southbound at Broadway in front of Santa 
Monica Place.  This bus stop treatment is an effort to deter other 
vehicles, delivery trucks and TNC’s from stopping at and blocking one 
of the busiest bus stops in the system.  

In 2019, to research the possibilities for further enhancement to 4th Street 
as a transit corridor, staff applied to the Caltrans Sustainable 
Communities Grant program for funding for a 4th Street Transit 
Enhancement Impact Study, which was not awarded. In lieu of a 
comprehensive study to justify bus lanes, Santa Monica could explore a 
similar quick-build project to the one recently installed on Washington 
Blvd. in Downtown Culver City. 

o Pico Blvd. in Santa Monica and Los Angeles – Pico Blvd. is the busiest 
corridor in terms of ridership in Big Blue Bus’s network. A significant 
reason is Santa Monica College, with the stop pair right in front of the 
college being among the most heavily used stops in the system. 
Progress to improve travel times on Pico Blvd. is being made between 
17th St. and 18th Court, in front of Santa Monica College, in the plan for 
a new red painted eastbound curb lane, similar to the improvement 
made in front of Santa Monica Place on 4th Street.  

Improving travel times on all of Pico Blvd. presents challenges. To install 
a bus only lane would likely require the removal of a travel lane or 
removal of the center median and the associated trees and implied 
pedestrian refuge provided by the median. A parking study east of the 
college to examine the potential impacts of a bus lane was underway 
in 2020 but the onset of COVID-19 paused that effort. In Los Angeles, 
there has been no interest from LADOT or other stakeholders to install 
bus lanes. 

o Westwood Blvd. from the Westwood/Rancho Park Metro E Line Station to 
UCLA – This corridor serves five Big Blue Bus routes, as well as Metro, 
Culver City Bus, LADOT Commuter Express, Santa Clarita Transit, 
Antelope Valley Transit Authority and Bruin Go Bus. For many years, Big 
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Blue Bus has urged Metro, LADOT, and the office of Council District 5 in 
Los Angeles to consider bus lanes and bus priority on Westwood Blvd. 
Big Blue Bus has stressed the urgency of this need with the construction 
of the Metro D Line (Purple) extension, which is scheduled to disrupt 
traffic in the area until completion of the project in 2027. Despite 
appeals, no traction has been made among these stakeholders to 
improve bus travel time and service.   

o Lincoln Blvd. in Venice and Marina Del Rey – Big Blue Bus is partnering 
with LADOT and Caltrans to implement an extension to the south of the 
current peak hour bus only lanes on Lincoln Blvd. into Venice. This 
extension of the lanes will take them to Lucille Ave. and will be installed 
in 2023 or 2024. These lanes add one mile in each direction to the 
existing bus lanes on Lincoln Blvd. in Santa Monica and improve travel 
times and reliability of service, especially in the afternoon rush hour. 

o Santa Monica Blvd. from West Los Angeles to Westwood - Big Blue Bus is 
partnering with Caltrans on the installation of peak hour bus only lanes, 
in both directions, which will be installed on Santa Monica Blvd. from 
Centinela Ave. to Sepulveda Blvd. in 2022-2023 in coordination with re-
spacing and safety improvements at bus stops. This Caltrans-led project 
will improve travel time and reliability on the route. 

o Wilshire Blvd. from West L.A. to Westwood – Wilshire Blvd. already has 
bus only lanes in this segment; however, because of lack of 
enforcement, travel times are unreliable. Better enforcement of the 
existing bus only lane on Wilshire Blvd. is possible with the passage in 
2021 of AB 917, which allows bus agencies to use cameras to enforce 
no-parking rules along bus lanes. Big Blue Bus is engaging Metro and 
LADOT to explore this option, which would improve travel time and 
reliability on the route. 

2. Contactless Fare System – In the second half of 2021, Big Blue Bus began a 
pilot of a contactless fare payment system, in which customers would only be 
able to pay their fare on board using TAP cards and mobile tickets. Cash, 
tokens, and magnetic stripe cards were not accepted on board during the 
pilot. Customers who preferred cash payment were directed to retail locations 
or ticket vending machines where cash could be loaded on to a TAP card.  

The purpose of the pilot was to enhance customer and MCO safety, and to 
assess the economic and customer impacts of contactless fares.  These 
impacts included expected faster boarding and travel times, customer ability 
to adapt to contactless fares, impacts on the unbanked and people without 
smartphones and associated data plans, reduction in cash handling expense, 
changes to maintenance and operational procedures associated with cash 
handling, as well as other peripheral impacts.  

Initial findings from the pilot suggest that Big Blue Bus passengers have 
adapted well to the use of contactless fares, and exclusive use of contactless 
fares has significantly reduced vectors of transmission for respiratory illnesses 
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associated with high touch services.  Additional findings verify that exclusive 
use of contactless fares can reduce annual dwell time (time spent sitting while 
passengers insert cash and coins into the farebox) by about 15,000 hours, 
which could then be re-invested back into the system in the form of higher 
service frequencies.  

Another initial finding suggests an estimated $750,000 savings of annual 
equipment and maintenance expenses associated with removing the cash 
fareboxes. These cost savings can be returned to customers in the form of 
reduced prices on some fare products. Big Blue Bus will conclude the research 
portion of the pilot in early 2022 and subsequently report its findings to Council. 

3. Free- and/or Reduced Fare Programs – In 2021, Big Blue Bus joined LA Metro’s 
Fareless System Initiative (FSI). This initiative, recently rebranded as GoPass, 
allows K-12 and community college students to ride public transit without 
paying a fare. Within the Big Blue Bus service area, LAUSD and Santa Monica-
Malibu Unified are participating in FSI, allowing their students to ride Big Blue 
Bus for free. Prior to this program, K-12 students in the Big Blue Bus service area 
paid either the regular single fare or purchased a 30-Day unlimited pass for 
$19.  Free transit to the student is expected to significantly increase transit use 
in the K-12 cohort, specifically in middle school and high school.  GoPass is 
expected to represent up to 10% of system ridership, pending the successful 
rollout of the project by Metro. Santa Monica College, which has long had a 
partnership with Big Blue Bus with the Any Line, Any Time program, is also 
participating in FSI, which provides more opportunities for Santa Monica 
College students to travel on transit for free. This expands their free transit to 
include Metro rides, which is expected to increase the number of students 
arriving by train and transferring to Big Blue Bus. 

Big Blue Bus participates in both the U-Pass and E-Pass regional programs, 
which, similar to Go Pass, offer students and employees reduced fares paid in 
part by their schools or employers. This program has enabled Big Blue Bus to 
expand ridership at UCLA, as well as develop a ridership base at USC and 
Caltech.  As of November of 2021, U-Pass and E-Pass together constitute 
nearly 15% of Big Blue Bus ridership.   

Big Blue Bus also continues to encourage all eligible customers to apply for the 
Low-Income Fare is Easy (LIFE) program. This countywide program gives 
qualified low-income customers a choice of either 20 free rides on most bus or 
rail lines in the County, or discounts on transit passes. To date, Big Blue Bus has 
advertised the program with signs and announcements on buses, referred 
customers to local LIFE enrollment centers, and more recently began 
accepting LIFE applications at Blue: The Transit Store. As a result, LIFE ridership 
has increased from approximately 600 rides per month in February 2021 to 
over 3,500 rides per month as of November 2021.  

In addition to the GoPass and LIFE programs, Big Blue Bus continues to 
encourage seniors and persons with disabilities to apply for reduced fare TAP 
cards, which give discounts on fares and interagency transfers.  
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4. Improving the Customer Experience: New Computer Aided Dispatch/ 
Automatic Vehicle Location Software (CAD/AVL), improved Real-time Arrival 
Prediction Signs and Apps, and Mobile Ticketing – In the last two years, Big Blue 
Bus installed solar powered real-time signs at 212 bus stops. The signs, which 
include LED lighting for safety, feature bus arrival information for passengers 
waiting at bus stops. In addition to Big Blue Bus arrival information, LADOT, 
Metro, and Culver CityBus arrival information also appears on Big Blue Bus 
signs, and Big Blue Bus information appears on Culver CityBus and Metro signs 
where bus stops are shared. The stops with Big Blue Bus owned real-time signs 
serve approximately 80 percent of all weekday Big Blue Bus boardings.  With 
the installation of new CAD/AVL software, Big Blue Bus intends to install on-
board signs that can also feature real-time information on bus arrivals. 

The installation of real-time signs coincided with new partnerships with Transit 
app and Swiftly. Transit became the official Big Blue Bus app for trip planning 
and real-time arrival information for customers with smartphones. This app 
supplements our real-time signage program and is particularly useful at stops 
with low ridership that don’t feature real-time signs.  All stops also have a text 
and call-in feature for smart phone users who may not have a data plan so 
that real time information can be provided to as many riders as possible.   

Through an integration with the mobile ticketing provider Token Transit, which 
has been providing Big Blue Bus customers with mobile ticketing since 2017, 
customers can also buy mobile tickets in Transit (and several other trip 
planning apps including Google and Moovit) as they are planning their trips. 
Purchasing mobile fares without the need to download an app, by scanning 
QR codes, is also being piloted.   

Bus arrival predictions for the both the real-time signs and the Transit app, and 
even text and call-in functions are all performed by Swiftly, which has 
improved prediction accuracy and now provides consistent bus arrival 
predictions across multiple platforms. 

5. Zero-emission Fleet – In early 2022, Big Blue Bus will roll out the next 18 battery 
electric buses into its fleet, after its first battery electric bus was introduced in 
the summer of 2019. In 2016, Council adopted a goal of transitioning the entire 
Big Blue Bus fleet to zero-emission propulsion by 2030, a more aggressive 
timeline than the state’s goal of transitioning all California public transit 
agencies to zero-emission fleets by 2040. Big Blue Bus is playing its role in the 
greater effort to reduce carbon emissions by making this transition and 
remains an attractive transportation option for customers concerned with their 
impact on the environment.   

6. Transit Hubs – Big Blue Bus continues to work with stakeholders on getting more 
bus transit hubs and appropriate terminus facilities in its service area in 
addition to existing hubs at rail stations. There are remarkably few bus transit 
hubs on the Westside of Los Angeles and in Santa Monica with the only 
existing regional bus-focused transit hubs being LAX City Bus Center, 
Pico/Rimpau Transit Center, Culver City Transit Center, UCLA Hilgard Terminal, 
and the Washington Fairfax Bus Terminal. Transit hubs and terminal facilities are 
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critical for not only operation of the buses, as they allow buses reaching their 
terminuses to turn around easily and allow bus operators to be provided 
appropriate facilities for breaks, but also provide options for customers looking 
to make connections easily and safely with other routes.   
Big Blue Bus is working with County of Los Angeles and Metro to develop a 
new terminal hub at the southern end of the Marina Peninsula, which Big Blue 
Bus plans to use for Route 18.  Additionally, Big Blue Bus is working with 
Caltrans, County of Los Angeles, and Metro to establish a joint hub with Metro 
at Sunset Blvd. and Pacific Coast Highway, thus creating a new terminus for 
Big Blue Bus Route 9, as well as serving Metro Lines 534 and 602. This new hub 
will create a locus of transit activity for The Palisades.    

7. Bus Stop Inventory and Improvements – Big Blue Bus is planning to conduct a 
bus stop amenities study to inventory every bus stop in the system to 
determine which bus stops’ amenities are meeting the agency’s standards. 
Seating, shade, real-time signs, and other amenities are allocated by 
passenger boardings and city jurisdictions at Big Blue Bus’s 932 stops. With the 
information gathered, Big Blue Bus will make improvements at stops 
determined to be underequipped to ensure they are up to standard. Beyond 
amenities, Big Blue Bus will inventory for compliance with accessibility rules and 
regulations.  

8. Demand Response - In 2021, Big Blue Bus issued an RFP for a “turnkey” vendor 
to operate the Mobility on Demand Every Day (MODE) transportation service 
for seniors and people with disabilities in Santa Monica. MODE, which 
replaced the Dial-A-Ride service in 2018, has been very popular amongst the 
population it serves by offering high-quality on-demand rides, easier ways to 
pay, and more service overall. MODE is currently operated by a combination 
of vendors and City departments, which has created inefficiencies and 
required more staff effort to manage.  
The turnkey solution will streamline administrative processes, improving service 
for customers and making management of the service more efficient. Beyond 
MODE, staff is exploring opportunities to launch similar demand-response 
programs in areas with an unmet need for transit service. 

9. Safety – In response to COVID-19, Big Blue Bus implemented several safety 
measures to keep customers and operators safe and to mitigate the spread of 
the virus. These include requiring customers and operators to wear face 
coverings, suspending fare collection (for the first 11 months of the pandemic), 
installing driver barriers, increasing cleaning and sanitation, and improving 
ventilation. Safety concerns related to COVID-19 was also the primary reason 
for the contactless fare pilot in 2021, in an effort to reduce virus transmission 
during fare transactions. 

Beyond COVID-19, Big Blue Bus will work to make the service safer in other 
ways. In 2020, Big Blue Bus published its Agency Safety Plan which focuses on 
policies to improve safety, communication, and training. From this, Big Blue Bus 
has implemented an employee safety reporting program to help improve 
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safety on the road (and at Big Blue Bus’s campus) and has initiated multiple 
safety committees centered around identifying and improving specific issues.  

Big Blue Bus will continue to track and analyze accident and incident data to 
make decisions on where to invest resources to improve safety.  Big Blue Bus is 
exploring collision detection technologies that alert operators and pedestrians 
of potential hazards. Operators are warned of other vehicles, bicyclists, and 
pedestrians in the vehicle’s immediate zone, and pedestrians can be alerted 
of nearby buses, which will become more critical as the fleet is transitions to 
quieter battery electric buses. 

10. Security – By the Spring of 2022, nearly 50 percent of the Big Blue Bus fleet will 
be upgraded with the latest state-of-the-art on-board surveillance system. The 
new Luminator digital video recorders (DVR) capture higher quality footage 
and have wireless capability which helps download reliability of footage and 
extends the life of the DVR. New DVRs will also have live look-in capability, 
which can be accessed during emergencies, and with new bus builds, Big 
Blue Bus will be receiving high quality 4k capable cameras.  

Appropriately accommodating passengers with mental illness, or other 
situational issues such as homelessness continues to be a challenge at Big Blue 
Bus.  In order to maintain a secure and respectful experience for all 
passengers, Big Blue Bus has introduced “de-escalation” training to assist bus 
operators in dealing with challenging passengers or conflicts between 
passengers that may occur. In addition, to ensure buses are secure for 
customers and operators, Big Blue Bus will continue its partnership with SMPD to 
patrol buses and high volume stops.   

 
Route by Route Initiatives 

Below is a route-by-route summary of opportunities to make each route more 
attractive, faster, more frequent, and more reliable. Implementations are contingent 
upon having adequate personnel and funding to operate the service. 
 
1: Main St & Santa Monica Blvd/UCLA 

• Big Blue Bus is partnering with Caltrans on installation of peak hour bus only 
lanes, in both directions, which will be installed in 2022-2023 on Santa 
Monica Blvd. from Centinela Ave. to Sepulveda Blvd. in coordination with re-
spacing and safety improvements at bus stops. This Caltrans-led and funded 
project will improve travel time and reliability on the route. 
 

• A safe and adequate layover location in the Venice neighborhood is 
needed to replace or supplement the existing layover. Big Blue Bus will 
continue working with the City of Los Angeles on securing a layover 
location, which would improve the operation and ultimately the reliability of 
the route. The only expected costs associated with this improvement, which 
will be borne by LADOT, are for pavement markings and signage. 
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2: Wilshire Blvd/UCLA 
• Better enforcement of the existing bus only lane on Wilshire Blvd is possible 

with the recent passing in 2021 of AB 917, which allows bus agencies to use 
cameras to enforce no-parking rules along bus lanes. Big Blue Bus is 
engaging Metro and LADOT to explore this option, which would improve 
travel time and reliability on the route. 
 

• In coordination with LA Metro’s recent NextGen Study, and Metro’s plans to 
limit their Wilshire Blvd service (Line 720) to end east of I-405 freeway, there is 
potential for a Big Blue Bus “Rapid 2” route to replace Metro Line 720 service 
west of I-405 once the Metro D Line extension is complete in 2027. A “Rapid 
2” route would be a limited stop bus service that would connect the D Line 
terminus at the Westwood/VA Hospital Station to Santa Monica.  Big Blue Bus 
is waiting for more information from Metro regarding layover locations and 
service needs before finalizing a plan to replace the Metro Line 720 service. 

3/Rapid 3: Lincoln Blvd/LAX 
• Big Blue Bus has partnered with LADOT and Caltrans to implement an 

extension of the current Lincoln Blvd. peak hour bus only lanes further south 
into the Venice neighborhood. The project will extend the lanes by 1 mile in 
each direction to Lucille Ave (1 block north of Venice Bl) and will be 
installed in 2023 or 2024. The extended lanes are expected to improve travel 
times and reliability of service, especially in the afternoon rush hour. This 
project is being funded by Caltrans. 
 

• Route 3 and Rapid 3 will terminate at the Airport Metro Connector (AMC) 
near LAX once it opens in 2024.  Route 3 and Rapid 3 currently terminate at 
the Aviation/LAX Station of the Metro C Line (Green). Plans call for the Metro 
C Line to service the future AMC stop, allowing existing transit customers to 
connect to Big Blue Bus further north, thereby improving travel time for those 
headed to Santa Monica and the westside. This change will in effect shorten 
Route 3 and Rapid 3 by 2.4 miles while still serving the same key locations. 
Shortening the route will allow Big Blue Bus to redeploy resources to 
increased frequency on this or other routes. This new terminus is being built 
by Metro at no cost to Big Blue Bus.  Additionally, Big Blue Bus has begun 
using a new bus rapid transit lane installed on 98th Street between 
Sepulveda Blvd. and Aviation Blvd. as part of Route 3 and Rapid 3. The lane 
was installed in 2021. 

5: Olympic Blvd 
• In fiscal year 2018-19, Route 5 was the worst performing route in the Big Blue 

Bus system. Route 5 connects downtown Santa Monica with Century City 
and Palms Station (on the Metro E Line) using Colorado Ave., Olympic Blvd., 
and Motor Ave. as primary routes.  Along the way, it serves the Memorial 
Park area, 26th St/Bergamot and Bundy Stations on the Metro E Line, and the 
Social Security Administration Offices in Los Angeles along with many other 
local destinations.   
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While Route 5 ridership is currently poor, use of the Olympic Blvd corridor is 
important to maintaining short walk distances to transit. This corridor is also 
expected to experience a large influx of riders when the Metro D Line station 
opens in Century City in 2025.  Analysis shows that splitting the existing Route 
5 into two routes may improve reliability and ridership. The split would most 
logically occur in Century City, creating a Santa Monica–Century City route 
along Olympic Blvd-Colorado Ave, and another Century City–Palms Station 
route.  Currently, each of these segments serve different customer needs, 
and a split could result in more appropriate levels of service in each corridor 
and greater service reliability.  
 
The extension of the Metro D Line to Century City in 2025 is expected to 
generate more customers to both proposed segments of the current Route 
5, as rail passengers seek worksite destinations to the west in Santa Monica 
along the Olympic Blvd. corridor and access to the Metro E Line and the 
Palms neighborhood along the other new segment.  Preliminarily at least, 
the two new routes would use a similar level of resources to the pre-Covid 
service levels on Route 5 and require no new investment before the Metro D 
Line station opening in 2025.  Big Blue Bus intends to further explore altering 
Route 5 into possibly two complementary routes in the coming year. 

7/Rapid 7/ Express 7: Pico Blvd 
• The Pico corridor is Big Blue Bus’s most well ridden corridor and ridership is 

expected to continue to grow as density increases in Los Angeles along the 
corridor, and the terminus of the Metro D Line continues its migration 
westward.  All buses on Big Blue Bus’s three Pico Blvd. corridor routes 
terminate at the current Metro D Line terminal station at Wilshire/Western.  
As a result of grant funding raised through a competitive process, an Express 
7, with only 6 stops between Santa Monica and Wilshire/Western Station, 
was launched in August 2021. Thus far, due to Santa Monica College not 
returning to in-person instruction, ridership on Express 7 has not met 
expectations. As of December 2021, Express 7 will add two more stops, 
Lincoln/Pico to better serve Santa Monica High School, and Westwood/Pico 
to better serve those riders whose destination is UCLA. Express 7 will continue 
to be monitored and is expected to be a strong ridership generator once 
Santa Monica College returns to in-person learning.   
 

• Pico Blvd. is one of the most congested corridors on Big Blue Bus’s network. 
Staff will work with stakeholders to evaluate and initiate projects such as bus 
only lanes, queue jumps, transit signal priority, etc. along Pico Blvd. to 
improve travel time and reliability. 

8: Ocean Park Blvd & Westwood Blvd/UCLA 
• Route 8 serves markets including Ocean Ave. in Santa Monica, the Ocean 

Park and Sunset Park neighborhoods and Santa Monica College, northern 
Palms, the Westwood Station on the Metro E Line, the Westwood Blvd. 
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corridor, and UCLA.  Big Blue Bus will continue to work with stakeholders to 
push for bus lanes on Westwood Blvd. where travel times on Route 8 are 
most heavily deteriorated.  Previous efforts on behalf of this corridor have 
not borne fruit due to local opposition to bus only lanes. 

9: Pacific Palisades 
• Route 9 ridership has grown steadily in recent years due to a new 

relationship with Palisades Charter High School that has seen ridership at the 
school grow from a handful of students five years ago to more than 150 
students using the Route 9 service just prior to the pandemic.  A new Route 9 
terminus facility will be located at Sunset Blvd. and Pacific Coast Highway, 
as part of a redevelopment of the Gladstone’s restaurant site. This location 
will provide an opportunity to facilitate transfers to Metro Line 534 and a 
focused transit destination for the Palisades area. This project is being 
funded by the developer of the Gladstone’s site. 

Rapid 10: Downtown LA Freeway Express 
• Rapid 10 will be evaluated for possible elimination due to its chronic low 

ridership. The initial primary cause of its decline was the 2016 opening of the 
Metro E Line, an east-west rail line that directly competes with the Rapid 10. 
The only significant ridership group remaining on the route are Santa Monica 
commuters traveling to the Bunker Hill section of downtown Los Angeles, a 
journey not currently available as a one seat ride on the Metro E Line.  
However, with the completion of the Metro Regional Connector Project, the 
Metro E Line will receive a new Bunker Hill station in the summer of 2022.  At 
that time, it is expected that ridership on Rapid 10 will further dwindle as 
riders find their way to the faster rail connection and that the service will no 
longer be sustainable. 

Rapid 12: Westwood/UCLA-Culver City Station 
• Prior to the pandemic, Rapid 12 was Big Blue Bus’s most productive route in 

terms of ridership per revenue service hour, with its primary function being 
connection between Palms, Westwood/Rancho Park Station on the Metro E 
Line and UCLA. Westwood Blvd. was also identified as one of the most 
congested corridors on Big Blue Bus’s network. As construction for the Metro 
D Line extension takes place through 2027, congestion is forecasted to 
worsen.  
 
The opening of the Westwood/UCLA Station of the Metro D Line presents an 
opportunity to continue to strengthen and improve service on Rapid 12 and 
other UCLA-bound routes. Staff will evaluate and work with stakeholders to 
initiate projects such as bus only lanes, queue jumps, transit signal priority, 
etc. along Westwood Blvd. to improve travel time and reliability of this 
successful route. 

14: Bundy Dr & Centinela Ave 
• In accordance with prior City Council action, Route 14 is scheduled to be 

fully extended to Inglewood in coordination with the Metro K Line 
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(Crenshaw/LAX) opening. This extension of all trips has been delayed due to 
delays in opening the K Line, now scheduled for 2022. The extension 
provides limited stop service that takes the 405 freeway from Inglewood to 
Playa Vista, in effect making Route 14 the fastest way to reach Playa Vista 
from the Metro rail system. This is expected to cause a significant increase in 
ridership on an already successful route. 
 
Route 14 ridership has been steadily building for years as the Bundy Dr. – 
Centinela Ave. corridor continues to grow in regional importance due to the 
heavy job growth at Playa Vista, the presence of a Metro E Line station at 
Bundy Dr. and Olympic Blvd., and the creation of a new Route 14 north end 
terminus at the Veterans Administration campus. Big Blue Bus plans to build 
on these successes by looking at ways to capitalize on the new 
developments in Inglewood and the new rail connection to the K Line 
already planned. 

15: Barrington Ave 
• Route 15 is a relatively short route that connects upper Brentwood to the 

Metro E Line Expo/Bundy station.  The route was originally intended to run 
further south to the unserved McLaughlin Ave. corridor, but that plan was 
met with resistance from stakeholders and was put on hold indefinitely.  Its 
primary customer base is neighborhood residents as well as students at 
multiple large schools including University High School and Brentwood 
School.  Big Blue Bus continues to look for ways to integrate new destinations 
on this key north-south corridor into the regional network.  As the Metro D 
Line extension nears completion, Big Blue Bus intends to revisit the role and 
connections enabled by Route 15 to explore ways to expand its relevance 
and importance in the regional network.   

16: Wilshire Bl/Bundy Dr-Marina del Rey 
• Through work completed during Metro’s Next Gen Study, Route 16 is 

planned to be extended from its current southern terminus in Marina del Rey 
to Playa del Rey. The extension will replace service intended to be removed 
on Metro Bus Line 115. The opportunity in this extension is improved ridership 
at Loyola Marymount University (LMU) and supporting transit usage to Santa 
Monica College by opening up more destinations reachable by “one seat” 
rides.  It also provides a critical connection for residents of Playa del Rey 
who are trying to reach the Metro E Line. 
 

• There is opportunity to also extend Route 16 to a new northern terminus at 
the future Westwood/VA Hospital Station once the Metro D Line extension is 
open in 2027. Route 16 is the only southwest to northeast “diagonal” routed 
service in Big Blue Bus’s network.  This new northern terminus would create a 
direct connection from the Metro D Line to the Water Garden, the SMC 
Center for Media and Design, and the main campus of Santa Monica 
College, Venice High School, Marina del Rey, Loyola Marymount University, 
and on to points south and west all the way to Playa del Rey. 
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17: UCLA-VA Medical Center-Palms 
• Route 17 was recently re-routed through UCLA campus to serve Weyburn 

Terrace student housing and to terminate at MacGowan Hall in the northern 
end of campus.  This change builds on a multi-year initiative to integrate 
UCLA off-campus housing onto Route 17 and strengthen its ridership base.  
Route 17 ridership has been steadily building and this latest change is 
expected to further those gains. 

Additionally, Route 17 functions as the primary connection between the VA 
West LA Campus and Metro’s rail system, through the Metro E Line station at 
Sepulveda Blvd.  Route 17 makes a direct connection, stopping at both the 
station and the VA Hospital, empowering veterans with service to outpatient 
and other medical needs.  Since the station opened, Big Blue Bus has 
worked extensively with LADOT and Metro on shortening the walk distance 
at the station to the Big Blue Bus stop due to the high number of disabled 
passengers on this journey.  In August 2021, the Route 17 stop was finally 
moved from Exposition Blvd. to underneath the platform on Sepulveda Blvd., 
shortening the walk distance by more than 100 feet. 

18: UCLA - Abbot Kinney 
• A proposal to extend Route 18 to the southern end of the Marina del Rey 

peninsula will be considered once a turnaround can be constructed. The 
extension will replace service no longer provided by Metro Bus Line 108/358 
and will support transit customers in the Marina del Rey peninsula to reach 
the Santa Monica, the Metro E Line and UCLA.  Metro is currently working 
with the Beaches and Harbors Division of The County of Los Angeles to 
construct this terminus at Metro’s expense. 

41/42: 17th St Station – SMC 
• Route 42, the reverse directional loop service to Route 41, was suspended at 

the start of the pandemic and continues to await restoration. Once Santa 
Monica College returns to in-person instruction, ridership on Route 41 will be 
evaluated to determine when Route 42 should be reinstated.  

43: San Vicente Blvd & 26th St 
• Route 43 is another short route, like Route 15, whose primary purpose is to 

connect neighborhoods to the north to the Metro E Line, in this case at 26th 
St/Bergamot Station.  Route 43 serves a secondary purpose of serving with 
Route 16 as the intercampus shuttle between the Center for Media and 
Design and SMC Main Campus.  Route 43 began as a peak only service 
and had steadily been building a ridership base before the pandemic, 
adding trips, and building towards an all-day service.  Work continues with 
Santa Monica College to facilitate student use of the service and working 
with neighborhood groups to support K-12 student use of the service through 
the new GoPass program. 

44: SMC Bundy Station 
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• SMC Bundy Campus remains the only free parking option at Santa Monica 
College, and it remains underutilized.  Big Blue Bus is working with Santa 
Monica College to support more student use of the lot, using Route 44 to 
reach other campuses.  An opportunity to improve travel time on Route 44 
from SMC Main Campus to SMC Bundy Campus would be to re-route 
through the future Santa Monica Airport Park on a dedicated busway. This 
also could provide a one seat ride from the 17th St/SMC Metro E Line station 
to the new Airport Park, creating a regional transit connection to this 
important new park.  Big Blue Bus intends to work with stakeholders to pursue 
this new connection.  

 
Stakeholder Engagement 

With the recent changes in how and when people commute, much is still unknown 

regarding what will work to rebuild ridership.  Big Blue Bus will work with stakeholders in 

Santa Monica, City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, Metro, Caltrans, and others, 

where appropriate, to refine and initiate projects that will make Big Blue Bus service 

more attractive to passengers.   

 

Big Blue Bus regularly engages its partner agencies and community stakeholders to 

ensure that plans are responsive to community input and that the planning process is 

inclusive.  Big Blue Bus employs the following tools to ensure a comprehensive 

community outreach process when undertaking projects: 

 

• Community meetings (next one planned in February 2022)  

• In-person surveys on board buses and at high volume bus stops to learn about 
customer’s perceptions and opinions (two passenger surveys conducted in 2021) 

• In-person on street customer outreach (more than 2,000 hours of bilingual one-
on-one customer outreach done in 2021)  

• Soliciting public comments via online surveys, Santa Monica 311, mail, and the 
Big Blue Bus Call Center 

• Distribution of flyers and customer notifications on board Big Blue Bus 

• E-mail notification and social media messaging of projects and events  

• Presentations to City Council and City Commissions 

• Meetings with regional transit partners, and key partner organizations such as 
UCLA, SMC, LADOT and others.  
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Through the use of these stakeholder engagement tools, and in concert with prior 

direction from City Council, Big Blue Bus will continue to pursue projects intended to 

increase ridership. Big Blue Bus will continue to monitor initiatives for their effectiveness 

and adjust plans as needed.  With the end of pandemic restrictions hopefully in sight, 

and the return to in-person learning at our last large partner school (SMC) possibly in 

February 2022, Big Blue Bus hopes to solidify the knowledge of what it will take to be 

successful in this new normal.   

 

Prepared By: 

Timothy McCormick, Manager, Planning and Performance 


